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FORMULA ONE
MERCHANDISE
Honda has participated in Formula
One under many guises for various
periods of time since 1964: as an
entrant, constructor and engine
supplier.
For the second time in the hybrid-power
era Honda is partnering with two
teams in the 2020 FIA Formula One
World Championship.
Both Aston Martin Red Bull Racing and
Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda teams will be
using Honda power units for the 2020
Formula One
season.
Powered by our people, our passion
and pride.
Powering one goal. Powered by
Honda.
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Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing

Padded Jacket Navy
The padded jacket is a great addition to your winter outfit. It features synthetic
padding along with concealed zipped side pockets. With the red details along
with the Honda and Aston Martin Red Bull Racing logos, you can make your
support for the team known.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.
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Track Top Navy
Wearing the track top you can look even sportier
with the red details and striping on the sleeves.
It features a unique neck line and elastic rib
cuffs and hem. The printed Honda and Aston
Martin Red Bull Racing logos will make your look
complete.
Material Spec: Made of 60% polyester and 40%
cotton.

Polo Navy
The 2020 seasonal polo is ideal for those warmer
race weekends. The classy design with red
striping on the shoulders makes this a stylish
staple for your summer outfit. Accelerate striping
on the sleeves combined with Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing and Honda logos on the front
complete the look.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.
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Hooded Sweater Navy
This navy hoodie is the perfect accessory for those cold winter days. Featuring
zipped side pockets and a printed ‘Gives You Wings’ logo on the right sleeve.
The central Aston Martin Red Bull Racing printed logo on the chest together
with a Honda logo on the sleeve, make the look of this hoodie complete.
Material Spec: Made of 65% cotton and 35% polyester.
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T-shirt Navy
The blue Aston Martin Red Bull Racing team
T-shirt is a statement cotton tee. Featuring the
Red Bull and Honda logo on the front, along
with striping on both the body and the sleeves.
A round neck and short sleeves keep things
practical and casual, perfect for day-to-day use.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.

Woman T-shirt
Navy
This classic logo T-shirt is a great way to show
your support for the team. The short sleeves and
ribbed collar will make sure you will stay cool on
those warm summer days. The Aston Martin Red
Bull Racing logo on the front and Honda logo on
the left sleeve feature proudly, along with a small
‘Gives You Wings’ print on the back to complete
the look.
Material Spec: Made of 100% cotton.
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Classic Cap
The classic cap is a comfortable and fashionable
item for all our fans. It features a red coloured
sandwich peak insert. High density Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing logo prints on the crown and
‘Gives You Wings’ embroidery on the closure arch
make the look of this cap complete. The Honda
logo is featured on the side.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.

Classic Beanie
The classic beanie is the perfect way to make
your look complete during those cold winter days.
A Honda logo embroidery together with the Aston
Martin Red Bull Racing team logo on the other
side give it that extra touch of class.
Material Spec: Made of 100% acrylic.
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Kids Cap
This classic cap is a comfortable and fashionable
item for our little fans. It features a red coloured
sandwich peak and high density Red Bull Racing
logo prints on the crown. A ‘Gives You Wings’
embroidery on the closure arch makes the look
of this cap complete. The Honda logo is featured
on the side and the team logo is visualized on the
front.
Material Spec: Made of 100% cotton.

Umbrella
Be prepared for that unexpected shower with
this high quality, solid umbrella. This umbrella
is foreseen with a quick release button on the
handle and features the Honda and team logo.
Material Spec: Made of 100% nylon.
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Drawstring Bag
This drawstring bag is the perfect bag to carry
your personal items. It features a very practical
front pocket which can be closed by a horizontal
zip. The bag can be closed and opened by using
draw-cords. The Honda logo is visualized on the
front together with the team logo.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.

Backpack
This backpack is the ideal bag for various
activities and features practical pockets all over.
The Honda and team logo are both displayed on
the front and a ‘Gives You Wings’ print on the top
completes the look.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.
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Mug
Start your day at full speed with a cup of Aston
Martin Red Bull Racing - Honda coffee. It features
both logos combined with a navy blue outer and
white inner colour.
Material Spec: Made of 100% stoneware.

Water Bottle
This high-quality stainless steel bottle can carry
your favourite hot or cold drink everywhere and
anytime. It’s finished in navy with an Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing and Honda logo on each side.
The top of the bottle is finished in red to give it a
unique look.
Material Spec:
Made of 90% stainless steel and 10% plastic.
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Metal Keyring
Make heads turn next time you pull out your
bunch of keys with this solid metal keyring. This
stylish keyring has an engraved ‘Gives You Wings’
detail on the ring and also features the Honda
and Aston Martin Red Bull Racing logo.
Material Spec: Made of 95% zinc alloy and 5% iron.

Strap Keyring
Make a statement when you pull out your bunch
of keys with this fashionable strap keyring. This
stylish keyring features a Honda and Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing logo and an engraved ‘Gives You
Wings’ detail on the ring.
Material Spec: Made of 95% zinc alloy and 5% iron.
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Scuderia AlphaTauri
Honda

Polo Navy
The navy Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda team polo is
the perfect race day outfit to support your favorite
team. The AlphaTauri and Honda branding on the
front and the contrasting collar will complete your
racing look.
Material Spec: Made of 95% cotton, 5% elastane.

T-shirt White
The white Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda T-shirt is a
great addition to your casual summer outfit. The
contrasting AlphaTauri and Honda branding on
the front and the logos on the sleeves and back
make this a simple yet stylish choice.
Material Spec: Made of 50% cotton, 50% polyester.
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Baseball Cap
The navy cap will protect you from the burning
sun on race days. It will complete your look with
the Scuderia AlphaTauri branding on the front and
side.
Material Spec: Made of 100% bird eye mesh.

Beanie
When the sun sets and the nights get cold, you
can count on the Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda
team hat to keep your head warm. It features
a Scuderia AlphaTauri logo in white on a navy
coloured hat.
Material Spec: Made of 100% acrylic.
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Umbrella
Should the rain begin to fall on race day, your
Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda umbrella will keep
you dry in style. It features Scuderia AlphaTauri
branding via a silk-screen print.
Material Spec: Made of 100% polyester.

Pen Set
Sign your contract for the next racing season
using this Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda Pen Set. By
buying this set, you’ll make sure that you always
have a spare pen at hand. It features AlphaTauri
branding on the front and a clasp to attach it to
your binder.
Material Spec: Made of ABS plastic.
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Lanyard
Using the Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda Lanyard you
can carry your keys or your entrance badge with
you at all times. No more searching for lost keys
with this one!
Material Spec: Made of 100% nylon.

Keyring
The Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda keyring features a
buckle to attach your keys to your belt or to easily
detach it from the Scuderia AlphaTauri Honda
Lanyard. It has a Scuderia AlphaTauri logo and
also two O-rings to attach it to your keys.
Material Spec: Made of 100% nylon.
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Aston Martin
Red Bull Racing

Scuderia AlphaTauri
Honda
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08MLW-20F-PJS
08MLW-20F-PJM
08MLW-20F-PJL
08MLW-20F-PJXL
08MLW-20F-PJ2X
08MLW-20F-TTS
08MLW-20F-TTM
08MLW-20F-TTL
08MLW-20F-TTXL
08MLW-20F-TT2X
08MLW-20F-SPS
08MLW-20F-SPM
08MLW-20F-SPL
08MLW-20F-SPXL
08MLW-20F-SP2X
08MLW-20F-HSS
08MLW-20F-HSM
08MLW-20F-HSL
08MLW-20F-HSXL
08MLW-20F-HS2X
08MLW-20F-STS
08MLW-20F-STM
08MLW-20F-STL
08MLW-20F-STXL
08MLW-20F-ST2X
08MLW-20F-WTXS
08MLW-20F-WTS
08MLW-20F-WTM
08MLW-20F-WTL
08MLW-20F-WTXL
08MLW-20F-CAP
08MLW-20F-BEAN
08MLW-20F-UMB
08MLW-19F-KCAP
08MLW-19F-BPACK
08MLW-19F-DSBAG
08MLW-19F-MUG
08MLW-19F-SBTL
08MLW-19F-MKEY
08MLW-19F-SKEY
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08MLW-20F-ATPS
08MLW-20F-ATPM
08MLW-20F-ATPL
08MLW-20F-ATPXL
08MLW-20F-ATTS
08MLW-20F-ATTM
08MLW-20F-ATTL
08MLW-20F-ATTXL
08MLW-20F-ATCAP
08MLW-20F-ATHAT
08MLW-20F-ATUMB
08MLW-20F-ATPEN
08MLW-20F-ATLAN
08MLW-20F-ATKEY

Padded Jacket S
Padded Jacket M
Padded Jacket L
Padded Jacket XL
Padded Jacket XXL
Track Top S
Track Top M
Track Top L
Track Top XL
Track Top XXL
Polo S
Polo M
Polo L
Polo XL
Polo XXL
Hooded Sweater S
Hooded Sweater M
Hooded Sweater L
Hooded Sweater XL
Hooded Sweater XXL
Tee S
Tee M
Tee L
Tee XL
Tee XXL
Woman Large Logo Tee XS
Woman Large Logo Tee S
Woman Large Logo Tee M
Woman Large Logo Tee L
Woman Large Logo Tee XL
Classic Cap
Classic Beanie Grey
Umbrella
Kids Cap
Backpack
Drawstring Bag
Mug
Water Bottle
Metal Keyring
Strap Keyring

Polo S
Polo M
Polo L
Polo XL
T-Shirt S
T-Shirt M
T-Shirt L
T-Shirt XL
Cap
Beanie
Umbrella
Pen Set
Lanyard
Keyring

Part numbers, contents and designs are subject to change. For the most accurate information please contact your local Honda dealer.

These specification details do not apply to any particular product which is supplied or offered for sale. The manufacturers reserve the right to vary their specifications, including colours, with or without notice and at
such times in such manner as they think fit. Major as well as minor changes may be involved. Every effort, however, is made to ensure the accuracy of the particulars contained in this brochure. This publication shall
not constitute in any circumstances whatsoever an offer by the Company to any person. All sales are made by the Distributor or Dealer concerned subject to and with the benefit of the standard Conditions of Sale
and Warranty given by the Distributor or Dealer, copies of which may be obtained from them on request. This publicity material applies to the UK only Trade Descriptions Act (1968). Whilst efforts are made to ensure
specification accuracy, brochures are prepared and printed several months in advance of distribution and consequently cannot always immediately reflect either changes in specification or in some isolated cases the
provision of a particular feature. Customers are always advised to discuss specification details with the supplying Dealer especially if your model selection is dependent upon one of the features advertised.
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